Correction to: Minimal degrees and downwards density in some strong positive reducibilities and quasi-reducibilities

This is a correction to: Irakli Chitaia, Keng Meng Ng, Andrea Sorbi, Yue Yang, Minimal degrees and downwards density in some strong positive reducibilities and quasi-reducibilities, Journal of Logic and Computation, Volume 33, Issue 5, July 2023, Pages 1060-1088, https://doi.org/10.1093/logcom/exac044.

In the originally published version of this manuscript, author Andrea Sorbi’s affiliation was incorrectly given as ‘Department of Mathematics, Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, Tbilisi 0186, Georgia’.

The author’s affiliation has been corrected to ‘Department of Information Engineering and Mathematics, University of Siena, 53100 Siena, Italy’.